
Folk & Sea Shanties 
made in Normandy

Well experimented and used to hard conditions, those five sailors-
musicians bring their experience, their musical generosity and their 
good mood. Lively music, joyful and friendly atmosphere, songs full 
of emotions and human stories await you with Strand Hugg.

Duration of the show from 1h30 to 2h.
It is possible to adapt the show to special conditions and modulate to 
several runs. 

Contact
Pierre Pichard
pierre@strandhugg.fr 
0033 (0)2 33 50 73 71  
0033 (0)6 83 342 342
               
Website : www.strandhugg.fr
Facebook : Strand Hugg

Design : Marie Guérinel - 07 86 20 95 58 - marie.guerinel@gmail.com
Logo : Hélène Coudray - http://helenecoudray.ultra-book.com



Strand Hugg
("Raid on the coast" in the language of 
the Vikings) is a name which comes 
from the open sea and which reminds 

the Norman 
and marine 
inheritance of 
the Channel’s 
coasts. But with 
this original band, 
this tempestuous 
epic turned into 
a musical and 
festive experience 
which these 
sailors-musicians 
invite you to share 
with them in great 
mood! 

Strand Hugg

Native of the Channel, they used their musical talents from very 
different horizons to interpret in their own way the great classical 
songs of the traditional music that could formerly be heard on the 
coast or onboard big ships. In addition, the band brings original 
compositions or faithful adaptations to this rich and living culture.
On stage at the big sailor’s songs events in the 1990s, Strand 
Hugg was born in Granville in 1988, has navigated from festivals 
to concerts, from Sea Festivals to sailboats’ animations, along the 
coasts of France as well as abroad (UK, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, 
Netherlands).

Pierre Pichard

Claude Rayon

Deny Le françois

Jacky Beaucé

Yannick Beaucé

lead vocals, diatonic 
accordion cavaqhinho, 

ukulele, saxophon, 
whistle

vocals, guitar, 
ukulele, 
whistle

vocals, bass, 
whistle

vocals, drums, 
percussions

vocals, fiddle, 
mandolin, 

banjo, irish 
flute, uilleann 
pipe, ukulele


